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Market Notice 
 

Number:  A1229 

Date: 17 May 2010 

 

Procedure for auctioning off of Safex silo receipts  tendered for physical delivery 

 

Following much discussion around the continued use of location differentials, the JSE decided to further 

enhance its delivery process and to a certain extent allow for more transparent basis discovery by enabling 

existing long positions holders to bid for Safex silo receipts tendered for delivery in completion of a futures 

contract. 

 

The envisaged process is described in detail below and is expected to be activated for the July 2010 delivery 

month provided the remainder of the testing process continues well. 

 

The JSE Commodity Derivatives Division will provide market participants with an opportunity to bid for 

specific locations tendered in completion of a short futures position. Physical deliveries will therefore be 

processed in one of the following ways:  

• Exchange for Physical (EFP): both the buyer and seller notify the exchange prior to allocation that 
they have reached agreement and that the underlying Safex silo receipts will be exchanged between 
the two parties. The EFP is processed at the current mtm value with the premium exchanged outside 
of the JSE’s settlement process. 

• Bidding opportunity: clients who have a long position for the specific delivery month will have an 
opportunity to bid on preferred locations, all locations that are not bid on will continue as before to be 
randomly allocated. The premium bid must be a Rand amount per ton and can be defined as the 
value over and above the Safex price less published location differential. 

• Random allocation according to a defined methodology: the remaining deliveries will be processed 
using the current algorithm. The detailed algorithm in use is available on the web page. 

 

The auctioning is largely an enhancement to the current delivery process which was made possible with the 

new trading software, particularly the delivery mechanism that has been automated. 

 

The auction times are configurable however from the launch date, the following will be setup within the 

current trading times, note the auction will open whilst the market is trading to allow any participants who do 

not have a long position and wish to achieve this in order to qualify for the bidding process: 
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Products Open Order 

Continuous 

trading Admin period 

Physical delivery 

processing by the JSE 

White & yellow maize, 

soya, wheat, sorghum, 8h50 - 8h59 09h00 - 12h00 12h00 -12h45 

 13h00-14h30 (aim to be 

complete by this time 

however depends on 

volumes tendered) 

sunflower seeds & CBOT 

corn, beans, meal & oil         

Physical delivery 

auction period  

 

WILL 

COMMENCE 

FROM 

BIDDING 

PERIOD 

CLOSES AT 

ALLOCATIONS 

COMMENCE  

11h30 13h00 13h01 

Crude oil, Gold  & 

Platinum 8h50 - 8h59 09h00 - 15h45 15h45 -16h00  n/a 

 

To participate in the silo receipt auction, the following process will be available on NUTRON and the API: 

 

• Silo certificates that are delivered on Nutron by short position holders using the existing physical 
delivery functionality and which are currently sent to the JSE clearing database, will be sent back to 
the front end and made available to existing long position holders to bid on specific locations in order 
to indicate their preference in receiving the specific silo location or part thereof. 

 

• The message below will be published at 11h30 to announce to market participants that the silo 
auction period has commenced: 

 

 
 

• To activate the auction screens, right click on any contract month specific to the commodity you are 
interested in and select “silo certificate auction”   The following window will open which will remain 
dynamic throughout the auction period and will reflect the silo location and grade of product, number 
of contracts available (to be consistent with the futures window we have converted the tons tendered 
for delivery into the standardised contract size), the premium bid, the quantity and then once the 
auction and the allocations are processed, the high, low and volumes of the orders matched will be 
published. Please note this window is dynamic and will update as new delivery notices are tendered 
for the day, hence the auction period remains open until 13h00 to give all participants a further 15 
minutes once the admin period closes to bid on interested locations. 
 

Depth 

Options 

Deltas 

Spreads 

Silo Certificate Auction 
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Days History 

Contract Data 

Set DDE-Copy On 

Freshen data 

Configure 

Sort 

Stay on Top 

Add/Delete Contracts 

 

 
 

• A separate window exists for each commodity group that can be physically settled to avoid any 
confusion regards the product bid on: 
 

 

 
 

• By selecting the premium bid field, the below bid template will be available. The quantity available at 
that instance (remember as additional delivery notices are received so this will update) and premium 
can be entered whilst the drop down list of clients will be limited to those clients with long positions for 
the specific month. The bid tick size (increments in which the premium value can change) will be 
configured to R1.00 per ton. Clients who are long will be able to offer multiple bids across all 
tendered silos without any restrictions  with the allocation algorithm ensuring the highest bids are 
matched first.  Clients who enter multiple bids that exceed their total long position will not be 
successful in all of the bids hence the allocation algorithm first matching the highest bids. The specific 
location and product  will be highlighted in the main header of the bid box, as indicated below 
“Geneva” silo is currently being bid on for wheat:  
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• The bid may also be captured directly via the depth window, all bidding will be anonymous thereby 
preventing market participants from viewing which members represent long position holders. The 
depth window will indicate to a member firm their own position in the queue via the “X” symbol: 

 

 
 

• Once the silo auction closes the below message will be published to announce this: 
 

 
 

• All exchange for physicals (EFP’s) tendered on the day will not be included in the silo auction process 
and therefore not available for bidding. 

 

• Once the auction period closes, the EFP’s will be processed thereafter all bids from the auction 
period will be considered. The allocation algorithm is programmed to start matching positions from 
the location with the highest bid and continues until all possible matches could be found. To explain 
using a step by step process consider the following: 
 

1. Sort all bids per product from largest Rand value to smallest Rand value bid, 
2. Start allocating from the highest Rand value bid checking that the position is available, then 

update the positions file and quantity remaining at the silo location, 
3. Allocate the next bid again checking that the position is available and available quantity at the 

silo is possible,  then update the positions file and quantity remaining at silo location, 
4. Continue allocating disregarding any bids where positions are no longer valid or remaining 

quantity at the silo is not available, 
5. Once all possible combinations are completed and the matching process is done, then 

forward the information to the front end and to the invoicing database 
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The below table illustrates how the bid matching process is executed: 
 
Assuming the following long positions exist: 
ABC199 50 long 
XYZ999 15 long 
CDC899 10 long 
 
EXAMPLE:  

  

Location 

  

Client code 

  

Bid 

price: 
sorted in 

descending 
order 

  

 Bid Qty 

(contracts) 

Total available 

contracts 

auctioned (contracts 

converted from tons) Product 

WMAZ Middelburg ABC199 R 55.00 10 20 

WMAZ Middelburg ABC199 R 40.00 6 20 

WMAZ Pan ABC199 R 39.00 30 30 

WMAZ Middelburg XYZ999 R 10.00 20 20 

WMAZ Pan CDC899 R 5.00 4 30 

WMAZ Bultfontein ABC199 R 3.00 25 30 

WMAZ Leeudoringstad CDC899 R 2.00 5 6 

 
THIS IS THEN MATCHED LINE BY LINE AS FOLLOWS (match the row colours of the two tables): 
 
Qty 

Matched 

  

Price  

  

Client  

  

Reason  

10 R 55.00 ABC199 full match as long position is available (50-10) 

6 R 40.00 ABC199 full match as long position is available (40-6) and Middelburg silo still has 10 contracts left 

30 R 39.00 ABC199 full match as long position is available (34-30) 

4 R 10.00 XYZ999 
partial match, since 4 contracts only available at Middelburg silo and long position 

available (15-4) 

0 R 0.00 CDC899 no match as qty at Pan already filled 

4 R 3.00 ABC199 partial match, since 4 contracts only available on long position (4-4) 

10 R 2.00 CDC899 partial match, since available long position is only 10 

 
 
 

• All remaining silo locations tendered and which were not bid or matched from the auction period will 
be randomly allocated as per the algorithm currently in place. Therefore the remaining stock will be 
allocated and invoiced based on the current random allocation methodology.  

• On the NUTRON front end, the “silo auction orders” view will be updated confirming which bids were 
successful, please see the screen below and refer to the far right column: 
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• The delivery and assignment notices have been updated to include a column which will reflect the 
results from the auction called “Premium (Avg per ton)” which follows after the location differential per 
ton column. The bidding process in the auction is consolidated per location ie the total number of 
contracts per location can be bid on in its entirety and not per delivery notice tendered. A scenario is 
also possible that only a portion of the quantity tendered is bid on and so the delivery and assignment 
notice will reflect an AVERAGE premium based on the matched quantity. In the example below, 50 
tons of SOYA was delivered, assume that R20.00/t was bid for 25 tons (1 contract), we then average 
the premium displayed across the 50 ton certificate to make invoicing to the short position easier 
whilst the long position holder will receive an assignment notice with the specific premium bid. The 
average premium was calculated as follows: R20.00 x 25t=R500/50t=R10 per ton. By allowing long 
position holders to bid for product, this will result in additional silo receipts been split to match the bid 
quantities however by presenting an average premium to short position holders we are able to 
maintain the same silo receipt number as the original tender making it easier to reference back. Long 
position holders will be invoiced and will only be aware of the new receipt number with the silo receipt 
splitting process taking place seamlessly in the background by the exchange.    
The premium is then included in the calculation which determines the discount per ton. In the 

example below the follow occurs:   

o R1.44 – R10.00 = -R8.56 per ton (this is then interpreted as a positive value that will be 
added to the final invoice amount to be received)  

o Total discount per ton: -R428.00 (a negative value indicates this will be ADDED to the final 
invoice amount) 

o Value to be received based on the closing price is R2529 x50t =R126 450.00 
o Net invoice amount due to short position holder: R126 450.00 + R428.00 = R126 878.00 
o The premium therefore has a net effect on the final invoice amount of reducing the discounts 

applicable and so passing on more value to the short position holder 
o The assignment notice value (amount buyer will be responsible for settlement) will equal the 

delivery notice value in the same way as before we introduced the auction functionality. 
o There is no change to the current physical delivery settlement process regards the money 

flow from the long position holder to the short position holder except the amounts will now 
include any premiums bid per location 

o The premium field on the invoice was specifically positioned to follow from the location 
differential so that clients could easily view the average premium received (short position)  or 
paid (long position) over and above the standardised location differential. In the below 
example since SOYA does not have any differentials this is an outright premium movement, 
in the case of the other products traded the premium will have the effect of reducing the 
location differential discount. 
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• Members will continue to be able to download their physical deliveries via NUTRON with the premium 
included in the delivery fields. 

• Once the physical delivery process is complete, the high, low and volume fields will be updated in the 
“silo certificate auction view” so that the market has transparency around what was matched. It is 
important to note that the statistics displayed are a result of the FINAL matching process and even 
though there may have been a higher bid at the auction close, it is not guaranteed to be matched if 
the client did not have any remaining positions at the time of allocating. The volume will reflect the 
total contracts matched. 
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• The JSE will enhance the current “daily physicals” report published on the website to include the final 
result of the silo auction as illustrated below: 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

• The intention of the auction remains that existing long position holders have the opportunity to bid on 
specific silo locations to afford them the opportunity of receiving the preferred locations whilst short 
position holder tendering their locations in completion of a futures contract receive the benefit of this. 
The JSE will not charge  any additional fee for this service other than the standard physical delivery 
fee currently in place. 
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The above process is currently undergoing testing in the various test environments and is available to API 

developers who wish to program their software to the specific functionality. The dress rehearsal scheduled for 

the end of June will provide participants with another opportunity to familiarise themselves with the new 

process.  If there are any further questions or comments regards the new allocation process please contact 

the Division on +27 11 520 7535 or email commodities@jse.co.za . Should there be sufficient demand for a 

demonstration of the new software this will be arranged. 

 

  

 
 

Rod Gravelet -Blondin  
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